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FMCG 

Travel Requisitions and employee expenses 

800 + 

ERP, HRMS and Retail SFA tool & HDFC Credit 
Card integration

Company profile

A first-generation entrepreneurial venture which has grown steadily to its present position and is recognised as a 
leading player in the field of fabric care, home care and personal care products in India, with a growing international 
division spanning a diverse product range.
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Integration with retail SFA tool helped 
to have clear visibility on all the 
business spends

Business Challenges

Solution

The paper-based system entailed extensive excel 
spreadsheets, ceaseless copies of receipts was 
leading to unending hours of diligence from the 
accounting team.

Happay provided a fully integrated and user-
friendly solution that saves our employees valuable 
time and effort when managing their travel and 
expenses.

Manual entries into their retail SFA system proved 
to be time consuming also leading to prolonged 
man hours and reduced productivity. This one of a 
kind of integration could not be achieved with any 
of the competitors.

The herculean task of manual entries and 
maintaining a paper-based system and a complex 
hierarchy of approvals led to deferred payments 
which in turn led to non compliance with policies set 
by the company.

Employees had no idea about the status of 
submitted reports, basically where reports were in 
the approval process and how soon their 
reimbursements would be processed.

Paper based Expense Claim Submission

Shifting to a Fully Automated System

Manual entry into their retail sales 
automation system- BIZOM

Lack of adherence to policies

Employee Dissatisfaction

Results

The organisation constituted a complex hierarchy with 
stringent compliance policies in place. Happay provided a 
solution that enables mapping of these policies with each 
and every expense reported by employees.

The SFA tool determined that employees are claiming 
expenses which have been approved and vetted by their 
managers. Employees have to map each TA & DA claim to 
a travel ID on their SFA, delivering real-time visibility and 
control.

The sales team being a high interaction function flow of 
information, it was imperative that the information was 
automated making the work flawless and methodical. 
Happay’s HRMS integration and SAP Integration made 
the entire process smooth and harmonious.

Happay administered a unique solution of credit card 
integration with company’s existing HDFC corporate card 
that brought transparency in the T&E expense 
management process.

Transparency in mileage trackers 
 
SFA integration leading to no manual erroneous inputs 
 
Efficiency in the policy checks and compliance.  
 
Compliance adherence meant sooner ROI 

Complex Policy Configuration

SFA Tool Integration

HRMS and SAP Integrations

Credit Card Integration

ROI

The implementation experience was smooth; we had many 

stakeholders involved and the Happay team was patient with 

us suggesting the right approach to the problems we 

encountered. Change management in our organization is 

extremely difficult but Happay team tried hard to make it work.

- Team


